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barry mclaughlin lily wong fillmore susan ervin tripp and lynne hansen

second language acquisition scholars
speak at BYUHCBYU HC
by lynne hansen

three internationally recognized scholars guage acquisition issues raised in this
in the field of second language acquisition interchange then became the focus of sub-

sequentsusan ervin tripp and lily wong fillmore remarks by the visiting scholars
university of california berkeley and

I1 through the ensuing discussion it became
barry mclaughlin university of california clear that the learner characteristics listed
santa cruz joined in a forum at brigham by the group eg gregariousness moti-

vationyoung university hawaii campus on april assertiveness may interact in varied
30 and interesting ways in individuals and

the theme of the program was indivi-
dual

their associations with effective language
and cultural differences in second learning are not simple ones for example

language learning in introducing the the berkeley research shows that a grega-
rioustopic fillmore described the ongoing person is not necessarily a better

research projects being conducted by the language learner than a less talkative one
group at the university of california at there are different kinds of good language
berkeley in order to make the discussion learners different approaches for learn-

ingmore relevant to the faculty and students a language quickly and well perhaps the
in attendance ervin tripp invited obser-
vations

most essential element in the process is

from the audience on characteristics motivation to learn and interact in the
of learners which appear to enhance lan new language what people do with the
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motivation however varies between in-
dividuals

ted with the research team investigating
dividuals cultural differences in language learning

the forum underlined the enormous at brigham young university hawaii cam-
pustask of the second language teacher as directed by lynne hansen the re-
searchhe or she is faced with facilitating learning examines cognitive and social charac-
teristicsfor a myriad of learner types needed in te of students from pacific and asian

meeting this challenge is increased aware-
ness

cultures who are enrolled at the english
and understanding of individual group language institute at BYUHCBYU HC these

and situational variables and how they inter-
act

cognitive and social variables will be related
in language learning to the learners progress in various english

language skills in an attempt to more clearly
while in laie the california visitors delineate the effects of individual and cul-

turalaccompanied by six of their graduate re-
search

differences on second language learning
assistants from berkeley consul outcomes




